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1 Introduction

This document is intended to provide you with some key facts about the relationship that you will have with us (the University of Hertfordshire) if you are a student studying with us in our 2020/21 academic year. You should therefore read this document carefully.

2 Our student community

As a student of the University of Hertfordshire you will become a member of a community which enjoys many rights and privileges. You will also be expected to accept a number of responsibilities in the interests of the community as a whole. These rights and responsibilities form part of the contractual relationship that will exist between us.

The special ongoing nature of the relationship between you and us makes it impractical to set out the terms of the contract in their entirety in a single place. You can however find the main terms of your contract to study with us in the following places:

- Your Offer (our formal offer of a place)
- Our documents that accompany your Offer including this Key Facts document, the Fees and Finance Policy, the Student Refund and Compensation Policy and, where applicable, the About your course factsheet and Programme Specification
- Our University Policies and Regulations or “UPRs” (see Section 3 below)
- Any of our “local” policies that apply to your particular circumstances or to your particular course of studies; for example Fitness to Practise policies if you are on a course that leads to a professional qualification. Local policies will normally be provided to you by your School of Study and will often also be listed in the About your course factsheet. These “local” policies usually supplement, but may occasionally override, what is contained in this Key Facts document.
- Our prospectus relating to your course or studies (which you can find at www.herts.ac.uk/apply/request-a-prospectus)
- Any other specific agreements that you may enter into with us in relation to your course (for example, in relation to intellectual property)
- The registration declaration you make when you complete our online registration process (see Section 9 below)
- For students with a time limited visa only, an additional Code of Practice (see Section 17)

Please bear in mind that our prospectuses are published a long time in advance of offers being made, to provide information to potential students as early as possible. Their content is therefore subject to correction and update. A list of corrections and updates is maintained on our web site at https://www.herts.ac.uk/study/our-prospectuses/changes-to-the-printed-prospectus, so please check this list before accepting your offer. Despite our best efforts, there may still be an occasional inconsistency between something in our prospectus and something in your Offer and its accompanying documents/our local policies. If so, the correct version is what is contained in your Offer and/or these other documents/policies.

3 The UPRs

We publish our principal policies and regulations in a series of documents called UPRs. They cover all aspects of our activities. A number of our UPRs relate specifically to our students and to the wider academic community. The areas covered include, but are not limited to, academic quality and standards, assessment and examination, confidentiality, data protection, intellectual property, IT security, equality and diversity, freedom of speech, and student complaints and discipline.
UPRs are reviewed regularly, for example, in light of student or staff feedback, changes in the law or in practice within the Higher Education sector. When a new or revised UPR is issued it will include a statement about the date from which it will become effective, at which point it will apply in that form to all members of our community. You can find our UPRs at [https://www.herts.ac.uk/about-us/governance/university-policies-and-regulations-uprs/uprs](https://www.herts.ac.uk/about-us/governance/university-policies-and-regulations-uprs/uprs)

4 Your education

Our goal is to ensure that you are taught, supervised, assessed and supported by staff who are appropriately qualified and experienced, taking into account your needs, the needs of other students and the nature of your course. We will use every reasonable effort to provide your educational and other related services in the manner and to the standards set out in our prospectuses, on our website, and in our other published materials. We recognise that you expect to receive the educational service you are paying for. However, we cannot make an absolute commitment to provide our services at all times in this manner and to these standards because, for instance, there may be circumstances outside our reasonable control which have a detrimental effect on how we provide our services to you, or mean that we have to make changes to the way in which we provide the services to you. These could include, by way of example, industrial action (including by members of our own staff), health and safety or public health issues or restrictions, civil commotion, severe weather conditions, changes in the law and/or actions taken or recommended by a government or public authority, damage or destruction to our buildings or facilities, failures by our suppliers or sub-contractors, or interruption or failure of utility services. If circumstances such as these arise, we will use every reasonable effort to minimise any disruption to you.

The Covid-19 pandemic situation is an example of circumstances outside our reasonable control which could have a detrimental effect on our services, but in which we have made appropriate but material changes to the way in which we deliver our services in order to ensure that we can continue to deliver them, but also protect your health and safety. The context of an international public health emergency is such that we consider our changes to have been reasonable in all of the circumstances, and we have made every possible effort to minimise disruption so that you still have access to our services.

5 The ‘Programme Specification’ and ‘About your course’ factsheet

Unless you are applying for a Research degree (for which there will not be a Programme Specification), you will usually be sent both a Programme Specification and an About your course factsheet with your Offer. The Programme Specification contains important detailed information relating to the course you have chosen to study. The About your course factsheet supplements the Programme Specification and highlights certain other important information about your course. However, please note that the Programme Specification which accompanies your Offer relates to the then current academic year. The Programme Specification for your first year of study will not yet have been finalised because it is part of our process whereby we constantly seek to improve our academic provision and take on board feedback from students and other stakeholders. The Programme Specification for your first academic year will be made available to you before you register with us for the first time (see Section 9). We expect that your first year Programme Specification will be similar to the one which accompanies your Offer.

6 Changes to your course or modules

Although it is never something we do lightly, we may in certain circumstances, make changes to the advertised content or structure or methods of delivery of your course or individual modules after you have accepted your offer, which may in certain cases include discontinuing a module. We cannot
cover here every possible example of when we might decide to do so, but in normal circumstances it would only be for one or more of the following reasons:

- to reflect changes to the theory in an area of research or practices around the subject or its delivery
- to improve a course or a module (for example, to take account of feedback from students)
- to safeguard academic standards
- to comply with the requirements of an external professional, commissioning or accrediting body (for example, a requirement that certain course content be added, changed or removed or that a particular module is discontinued or included)
- to comply with legal, regulatory or governmental requirements
- to safeguard the health, safety and wellbeing of our students and staff
- where insufficient students have chosen an optional module making it unviable or where a member of staff whose expertise was required to run it is no longer available
- where the change results from other circumstances outside our reasonable control (for example, an external provider no longer being available to contribute to the course or a module)

If we decide to make a change (other than one which is minor or insignificant) before you have registered on the course for the first time, we will inform you as soon as reasonably practicable so that you can decide whether or not you still wish to study with us. If as a consequence you decide not to study with us, we will refund any tuition fees and/or deposit that you have paid in respect of the course in question. For further details regarding our refund policy please see our Fees and Finance Policy.

If we decide to make a change (other than one which is minor or insignificant) after you have registered, we will similarly inform you as soon as reasonably practicable, and we will also use every reasonable effort to minimise any adverse effect it may have on you. If in spite of our efforts the change is likely to have a serious adverse effect on you (for example, by prejudicing your future choice of career), we will try to find you a suitable alternative course or module with us or (if you prefer) we will try to suggest a suitable alternative course with another education provider. If you change course or module in these circumstances (or simply withdraw from your course), any entitlement you may have to a refund in tuition fees you have already paid will be determined in accordance with our Fees and Finance Policy.

In the case of a material change to a course or module, we will also in appropriate circumstances try to consult with student representatives with a view to identifying options for, and minimising any adverse effect on, affected students.

Some optional modules may have capacity issues and therefore we may not be able to guarantee you a place on your first choice.

More information about how we will try protect you against changes to your modules or programmes can be found in our Student Protection Plan at https://www.herts.ac.uk/study/your-offer-package

7 Discontinuing your course

In accordance with Office for Students’ requirements, the University has developed a Student Protection Plan which can be found at https://www.herts.ac.uk/study/your-offer-package which aims to minimise the impact on students of any discontinuance of courses.

Sometimes we can only run an advertised course if certain conditions are fulfilled – for example, that sufficient students accept offers to make the course financially viable to run, or that the course is accredited or validated (i.e. officially approved) in time for the start of the academic year. Your About your course factsheet will set out any such conditions that apply to your course. If the conditions are not fulfilled and we cancel your course before the start of your studies, we will inform you as soon as reasonably practicable and we will refund you any tuition fees or deposit you may have paid in
advance. Where practical, we will also try to find you a suitable alternative course with us or offer you the opportunity to defer your entry to a subsequent intake.

In exceptional circumstances, we may have to merge or even discontinue your course once you have started your studies (and before you have completed them), for one or more of the following reasons:

- to comply with legal, regulatory or governmental requirements
- to safeguard the health, safety and wellbeing of our students and staff
- where accreditation or validation of the course is withdrawn
- where a commissioning or sponsoring body which we rely on for the financial or other viability of the course withdraws its support or its allocation of places and/or funding for the course (for example, an NHS authority in respect of certain nursing courses)
- in other circumstances outside our reasonable control which make it impossible or prohibitively impractical to continue the course

If we decide to merge or discontinue your course in these circumstances, we will inform you as soon as reasonably practicable and we will use every reasonable effort to minimise the impact it has on you. Where appropriate, we will try to find you a suitable alternative course with us or (if you prefer) we will try to suggest a suitable alternative course with another education provider. If you do transfer to another education provider in these circumstances, we will co-operate with your new provider in respect of any transfer of credit/academic progress. If you do not transfer to an alternative course either with us or with another provider, we will keep a record of your credit/academic progress in case you return to higher education in the future. Any entitlement you may have to a refund for tuition fees you have already paid will be determined in accordance with our Fees and Finance Policy.

8 Place of Study

We have two campuses in Hatfield, which are only a short distance apart, and serviced by a shuttle bus. Where a course is simply advertised as being delivered at the University of Hertfordshire in Hatfield it may mean either our College Lane or De Havilland campus and even if a course is advertised as being delivered at one of these specific campuses we reserve the right to switch its delivery to the other campus (or, in exceptional circumstances, to another location in or around Hatfield or to deliver the course wholly or partly online). Certain courses which are mostly delivered at one of these campuses may also be partly delivered at other locations, for example at the University’s Bayfordbury Campus (which has a range of specialist facilities such as a teaching observatory).

If you are studying with one of our Consortium Colleges please see Section 16 below.

9 Registration

Before beginning your course, you will need to formally register with us as a student. As part of this process you will be sent a link to complete registration online. This will include a Registration Declaration, the current version of which you can see at https://www.herts.ac.uk/study/your-offer-package (but which may be updated in future years). This is the stage at which, amongst other things, you confirm your commitment to pay your tuition fees and any other course-related fees by the dates they are due. This is not however a new contract that you enter into with us; it is part of the same contract you entered into when you accepted our offer. You will also have to register at the start of each academic year of your course, but again this is not a new contract that you will be entering into with us each year; it forms part of the same overall contract with us and we will make you aware of any material changes to its terms. When you begin your studies with us we will also check your identification and nationality documentation including any visa you may hold.
10 **Pre-study/pre-placement checks**

After registration, and regardless of any certificate of English proficiency that you might hold, if your first language is not English you may be tested on your English when you arrive at the University. If your result is deemed insufficient for the course for which you have registered, you will either be required to attend extra English classes or other assistance with the language will be offered to you. As a last resort we reserve the right to withdraw you from your course if we do not believe your English will be good enough, in which case if we have sponsored your entry into the UK you will also have to return home.

If you have accepted an offer for certain courses (predominantly in health and education) we will need to carry out Occupational Health checks and Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) screening. These may be done prior to registration, upon your arrival at the University, but may alternatively or additionally be done before you start your placement (for example in a hospital).

If as a result of checks and/or screening carried out before registration you are not eligible to register on the course, we will make every reasonable effort to transfer you to another appropriate course that does not require these checks and/or screening. If, however, we cannot find another appropriate course, you will not be permitted to register, and we will refund any tuition fees (less any non-refundable deposit) that you have paid in advance in respect of the course. If you are an International student (as defined in Section 17) you will also be required under the terms of your visa to return home: any tuition fees you have paid in respect of the course (less any non-refundable deposit) will be returned to the originating bank account.

If as a result of checks and/or screening carried out before you start a placement you are not eligible to participate in the placement, you may not be able to remain on your course. In these circumstances, we will similarly make every reasonable effort to transfer you to another appropriate course that does not require these checks and/or screening. If however we cannot find another appropriate course, you may ultimately have to leave the University in which case, if you are an International student, you will also be required to return home.

It is therefore imperative that you declare, when you have received your offer, information which may be relevant to:

a. your eligibility to register on your specific course;

b. your eligibility to participate in a placement; and/or

c. your application to utilise University accommodation.

Such information may include any current or previous, unspent criminal conviction or underlying health condition. If you have concerns or would like further information, please contact [ask@herts.ac.uk](mailto:ask@herts.ac.uk)

11 **Fees**

You can find detailed information about your tuition fees, including how much they will be and when they are due, in the *Fees and Finance Policy*. This document is updated for each academic year and then applies in its updated form to all members of our community. However, any increases in your fees will, provided you remain on the same course and mode of study (full/part time), continue to be governed by the relevant provisions of the *Fees and Finance Policy* for 2020/21.

The *About your course* factsheet also contains information about any additional course-specific costs that you may have to pay (for example, for specialist equipment such as art supplies or laboratory overalls, or for contributions to field trips).

If we have not yet set the fees for the first year of your course when you receive your *Offer* (for example, because you are applying for admission very early in the academic cycle), we will let you
know exactly how much they will be as soon as we can. In the meantime we will try wherever possible to give you an indication of what the first year fees are likely to be, but we would still advise you not to make any firm commitment to join us (such as by giving notice to your employer or buying/renting a property in Hatfield) until you know what they are and you are happy with them. Of course, if you no longer wish to study with us after we have informed you how much your first year fees will be, you are under no obligation to do so.

12 Data Protection

We hold and process personal information about individual students including some sensitive personal information. Further details about how we process such information (in compliance with the EU General Data Protection Regulation and the Data Protection Act 2018) can be found at http://sitem.herts.ac.uk/secrg/upr/IM08.htm. Please take the time to read these pages, as it is important to us that you are comfortable about how we will use your personal information.

13 Intellectual Property (“IP”)

IP refers to “creations of the mind” and includes inventions, literary and artistic works, symbols, names and images. We value and respect the IP that our students create. Undergraduate and taught master’s students generally retain ownership of their own IP unless they agree otherwise (for example, in return for being given the opportunity to take part in a project sponsored by a commercial partner where the partner wishes to own the IP that is created).

Research students are normally expected to give to us the IP they create in the course of their studies and/or research, in return for being potentially entitled to share in some of the benefit we receive from any exploitation of this IP. Where a research student declares in their acceptance of our offer that they are prevented by an existing agreement with someone else (such as an employer) from giving this IP to us, we reserve the right to ask them for a copy of this agreement and/or for other written evidence that they are not able to give the IP to us. If we are not satisfied with the reasons for and effect of their declaration and/or with the evidence they provide, we reserve the right not to accept them for registration (called “enrolment” for research students), or only to accept them for registration on the basis that we are able to reach agreement with the other person as to our rights of ownership and/or use of the IP concerned.

The above is only a summary of a complex issue. Full details about our policy on IP can be found in UPR CA04 https://www.herts.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/232524/CA04-Intellectual-Property.pdf

14 Complaints

Our aim is to provide an excellent service to all our applicants and students. We recognise that occasionally things do go wrong and if, for whatever reason, you are unhappy with any aspect of our relationship with you, you can raise it with us either as a complaint or less formally.

If you are an applicant and wish to request a review of a decision on whether you satisfy the general principles of admission and the entry requirements of the course you have applied for, you should follow the procedure set out in our UPR SA02 (for prospective research students) or UPR SA03 (all other prospective students) both of which can be found at https://www.herts.ac.uk/about-us/governance/university-policies-and-regulations-uprs/uprs.

UPR SA02 and UPR SA03 describe the further steps that you might take if you remain dissatisfied with the outcome of this review. You should raise the matter in the first instance with the Director of the Student Administration Service by emailing ask@herts.ac.uk
We have an established process for dealing with complaints from applicants in cases where other issues have arisen during the recruitment and admissions process. This is set out in UPR SA16 which also provides information on where you can obtain help and guidance. Complaints should be lodged with the Director of the Student Administration Service by emailing ask@herts.ac.uk in the first instance. UPR SA16 which can be found on our website at https://www.herts.ac.uk/about-us/legal/complaints-policy describes the further steps that you might take if you remain dissatisfied with the outcome of the process.

Once you become a student with us, you may raise a complaint, either informally or formally, using the procedure set out in UPR SA16. A complaint may be about an academic or non-academic issue and the nature of the complaint will determine the person with whom you should raise the matter. You can obtain advice on where your complaint should be directed to by contacting the Student Procedures Coordinator studentprocedures@herts.ac.uk.

UPR SA16 describes the further steps that you might take if you remain dissatisfied with the outcome of the process. If you remain dissatisfied at the conclusion of our internal process you can contact the Office of the Independent Adjudicator (OIA) whose details are available at www.oiahe.org.uk. The OIA offers a free independent scheme which reviews student complaints against Higher Education providers. However, the OIA will normally expect students to have completed the entire internal process operated by their Higher Education provider before applying to the OIA for a review.

The University considers claims for compensation as part of the formal complaints process. Further details can be found in the Student Refund and Compensation Policy which can be found on our website https://www.herts.ac.uk/study/your-offer-package.

15 Hertfordshire Students’ Union

As a student with us, you will be entitled to be a member of the Hertfordshire Students’ Union. The Students’ Union is a registered charity in its own right, overseen by a Board of Trustees who are mostly elected by students. It can provide you with advice and support on a wide range of matters, including housing, debt and hardship, appeals and complaints. On a less serious note, it is a hub of university life on our College Lane campus, with bars, regular live music and events throughout the year. You can find out more about the Students’ Union at https://hertfordshire.su/

16 Consortium College students

If your course is advertised as being run at one of our Consortium Colleges (see http://www.herts.ac.uk/apply/schools-of-study/hertfordshire-higher-education-consortium), this means that it is still our course but it is being delivered on our behalf by the College. You will generally have the same right to access and use our facilities as other students of the University, upon the same terms and conditions. However, we cannot guarantee that your course will necessarily always be delivered at that particular College (or at a particular site of that College). For example, the College might decide that it no longer wishes to run the course on our behalf, in these circumstances we would use every reasonable effort to try to minimise any disruption to you (for example, by trying to arrange for you to continue the course at the next closest Consortium College), but we do ultimately reserve the right to transfer the delivery of the course to any other Consortium College (at any of their sites) or to run it at one of our campuses in Hatfield. The College may also decide to make changes to the way in which it provides the services to you because of health and safety or public health issues or restrictions, for example it could move all or some of its delivery online. If circumstances such as these arise, we would use every reasonable effort to minimise any disruption to you.

If your course is advertised as being delivered at one of our Consortium Colleges, you will also have to register as a student with the College where you are studying and agree to their registration terms and conditions; they will be able to provide details of what this involves.
If you have a complaint regarding an academic matter which could reasonably be expected to have a material effect on your academic performance in relation your studies at one of our Consortium Colleges, you will usually need to follow our complaints process as outlined in Section 14 above. Following our final decision, you can ask for the decision to be reviewed by the Vice Chancellor of the University, whose own decision will be final and binding. If you remain dissatisfied at the conclusion of our internal process you can contact the Office of the Independent Adjudicator (OIA) as mentioned in Section 14 above.

In the case of a complaint of a non-academic nature, you will need to follow the complaints process of the relevant College. You can ask for a procedural review by the Vice Chancellor of the College’s handling of the complaint, but the Vice Chancellor will act only in an advisory capacity to the College and will not be able to overturn their final decision. If you remain dissatisfied at the conclusion of these internal processes, you can contact the Office of the Independent Adjudicator (OIA) as mentioned in Section 14 above. You can find further details of these processes in UPR SA16 https://www.herts.ac.uk/about-us/legal/complaints-policy.

17 Students with time limited visas

If you are intending to study with us and have a time limited visa we may consider you to be an International student depending on the terms of your visa. By “International” we mean that you are obliged to pay your tuition fees at the overseas rather than the home rate (for details of which please see the Fees and Finance Policy).

It is your responsibility to obtain and maintain appropriate immigration permission to enter and remain in the UK for the purposes of your course. You must comply with all applicable UK Visa and Immigration regulations. We will contact the UK Home Office and/or other Government agencies to resolve any queries on your immigration status and history.

If we have sponsored your entry into the UK we are obliged as a Tier 4 sponsor to report changes in your circumstances to the UK Home Office and/or other Government agencies. As a result of reporting such changes, we may be obliged to withdraw our sponsorship in which case you will not be able to continue on your course and you will have to leave the country. You must also comply with the specific responsibilities that, as the holder of a Tier 4 student visa, you will owe us. Full details of these responsibilities will be provided to you once you have registered but you can find a summary in our Codes of Practice (for International students) https://www.herts.ac.uk/study/how-to-apply/your-offer-package

If you have used one of our overseas representatives to assist with your application, then unless you notify us in writing that you do not want us to do so, we may disclose to the representative personal information about you which relates to your application.

18 Information you provide in your application

It is very important that the information you provide as part of your application is totally accurate, to the best of your knowledge and belief. It is equally important that you do not withhold any information we have asked for which could be relevant to our decision on whether to offer you a place with us. If we become aware, either during your application or once you become a student, that you have provided information that is not accurate, or have not disclosed relevant information, we reserve the right (as applicable) to withdraw any offer we have made you, or not to allow you to register or to continue on your course. We also reserve the right both before and after you join us, to require you to produce originals of your qualifications/certificates for verification.
19 **Deferring your place**

In most cases we are happy to consider applications during the 2020/21 admissions cycle for deferred entry into later academic years. If we make you an offer for deferred entry, the documents that accompany your *Offer* will relate to entry into the 2020/21 academic year. However, where relevant, these documents will also apply to you until such time as we send you the updated documents (including the updated *Key Facts* document and *Fees and Finance Policy*) which will then apply for your deferred year of entry. We will normally do this in the course of the academic year before you commence your studies. If at that point you decide you no longer wish to study with us, we will refund any tuition fees (less any non-refundable deposit) that you have paid, in advance, in respect of the course in question.

If you wish to defer taking up your place once you have accepted your offer for entry into a particular year, you must request this in writing to ask@herts.ac.uk. We will give your request all due consideration but cannot guarantee that we will be able to agree to it. If we do agree to it, the same process will then apply regarding updated documents as set out in the paragraph immediately above this one.

20 **Third party rights**

Our contractual relationship with you is just between you and us. No other person shall have the right to enforce any of the terms of this contract.

21. **Changing this *Key Facts* document**

We reserve the right to make changes to this *Key Facts* document, even after you have accepted an offer or joined us as a student, for one or more of the following reasons:

- to comply with a change in the law or in government requirements or policy
- to deal with any serious health and safety or public health issues or concerns
- to take account of a decision or ruling of a court or similar body; or to comply with any requirements, policies or guidance of a regulatory or similar body (such as the Higher Education Funding Council for England, the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education, or the Information Commissioner’s Office).

We will inform you of any changes to this *Key Facts* document as soon as reasonably practicable and we will use every reasonable effort to minimise any adverse effect that a change may have on you.

22 **Governing law**

Our relationship with you is governed by English law and is subject to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

23 **Changing your mind and your cancellation rights**

If you accept an offer of a place with us, we naturally hope that you will remain with us until the end of your course. We appreciate, however, that there may be circumstances when you change your mind
about studying with us after accepting an offer, or when you want to withdraw early from your course after you have joined us.

If you withdraw early from your course, your liability for unpaid tuition fees and/or your entitlement to a refund of paid fees depends upon the date when you withdraw in the relevant academic year. Full details of this can be found in the Fees and Finance Policy and the Student Refund and Compensation Policy.

In addition, you have a specific cancellation right which is given to you by law if you accept our offer of a place, as set out under sub-sections (a), (b) and (c) below:

(a) Right to cancel

If for any reason you change your mind about joining us after you have accepted our offer (which is the point when your contract to study with us is formed), you have a legal right to cancel your contract for a period of 14 calendar days starting on the day after you accepted our offer. To exercise this right to cancel, you must inform us of your decision to cancel by way of any clear statement (e.g. by e-mail). You may use the PDF model cancellation form on the final page of this document, which is what we have to make available to you, but it is not obligatory. You may find it more convenient to fill in and submit our online version of this form at http://www.herts.ac.uk/about-us/legal/cancellation-form; if you use this option, we will acknowledge receipt of your cancellation by e-mail without delay. To meet the cancellation deadline, it is sufficient for you to send your communication concerning your exercise of the right to cancel before the cancellation period has expired. If you made your application via UCAS, please also refer to the offer letter sent by UCAS (visible in your UCAS Track account) for any cancellation instructions they may have given you.

(b) Effect of cancellation

If you cancel your contract in accordance with the previous sub-section, we will reimburse to you all payments received from you in respect of the cancelled contract. We will make the reimbursement without undue delay, and not later than 10 working days (which means Mondays through Fridays but shall not include Saturdays, Sundays or public bank holidays as prescribed in England), after the day on which we are informed about your decision to cancel the contract. We will make the reimbursement using the same means of payment as you used for the initial transaction, unless you have expressly agreed with us otherwise; in any event, you will not incur any fees as a result of the reimbursement.

(c) Starting your course before the end of the cancellation period

Notwithstanding the above, if you ask us to let you start your course before the end of the cancellation period: (a) you will lose your cancellation right if your course completely finishes within the cancellation period and you had acknowledged that you would lose that right in these circumstances; and/or (b) you will retain your cancellation right if your course does not completely finish within the cancellation period, but you will have to pay us for what you have received until the time we were informed of your decision to cancel, calculated on the basis of the value of what you have received in relation to what you would have had to pay for your course as a whole if you had not cancelled.
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</tbody>
</table>
Cancellation Form

To: Cancellations Team (Academic Registry), University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield, AL10 9AB, United Kingdom (e-mail: ask@herts.ac.uk):

I/We [*] hereby give notice that I/We [*] cancel my/our [*] contract of sale of the following goods [*]/for the supply of the following service [*]:

Ordered on [*]/received on [*]:

Name of consumer(s):

Address of consumer(s):

Signature of consumer(s) (only if this form is notified on paper),

Date:

[*] Delete as appropriate